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Welcome
We have been a literary agency based in Edinburgh since 2002. With the help of scouts and sub-agents, we
sell rights to publishers all over the world. We are particularly known for representing writing from Scotland, including literary fiction, crime writing, and narrative non-fiction, and books for children and young
adults.
Our bestselling and award-winning authors include crime writers such as Alex Gray (Little,Brown, series
sales over 1 million copies) and Alison Belsham (The Tattoo Thief sold in 14 languages), non-fiction writers
like Shaun Bythell (Diary of A Bookseller sold in to 25 languages), Saltire Book of the Year winner Kathleen
Jamie, and children’s writers and illustrators such as Chris Edge, Jonathan Meres and Alison Murray.

Rights Director: Andrea Joyce – afgjoyce@gmail.com
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Illuminated by Water
Malachy Tallack
Narrative Non Fiction

“The ultimate goal in angling is to connect. It is to have the life
of a place surround and absorb you. It is to reach out and to find
something reaching back.”
ILLUMINATED BY WATER combines memoir, nature writing and reflections on culture and history to examine why angling means so much to so many. It is a book about the author’s
own decades-long passion for fishing, and how it has shaped
the way he sees and thinks about the natural world. That passion is shared and made legible here, not just for other anglers,
but for those who have never yet cast a line in the water.
Why is it that catching fish — or even thinking about catching fish — can be so thrilling, so captivating, still? Why is it
that time spent beside water can be imprinted so sharply in
the memory? Why is it that what seems a simple act, of casting a line and hoping, can feel so rich in mystery?
Alternating between place-based and thematic chapters Tallack
considers ‘wildness’, its pursuit and its meanings; the compulsive appeal of tying flies; the ethics of catching and killing; the
allure of big fish; and beauty — where it’s sought and where
it’s found. He describes fishing trips to Canada, Shetland,
England. Throughout the book, certain topics recur - environmental harm and healing; the relationship between fishing
and time; hope, and its manifestations; and the ways in which
angling can deepen engagement with the natural world.

Rights held
UK publisher

World, Film
& TV
Doubleday

Publication date

Summer 2022

The movement back and forth between the two kinds of chapter — travel and thematic —reflects that
rhythm the author found in childhood: the intense experience of being in place, beside water, trying to
catch fish, followed by the turning over of that time, the remembering and the wondering. The two kinds
of delight come together in this book.

Malachy Tallack is the award-winning author of three books: two works of non-fiction Sixty Degrees
North – “a joy to read”, Telegraph (Birlinn, Pegasus, Editions Hoebeke/Gallimard, Volcanos Libros,
btb Verlag/Random House), The Un-Discovered Islands “a splendid, wistful book” Spectator (Birlinn,
Shanghai Insight Media, WBG, Picador, Vega, Planeta) and most recently a novel published in 2018, The
Valley at the Centre of the World “utterly beguiling” Sunday Times, (Canongate, btb Verlag/Random
House, Bompiani). A second novel, also from Canongate, is forthcoming. His work explores themes of
identity, land, community, and the relationships between people and place.
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Free to go
Esa Aldegheri
Narrative Non Fiction

This is a book about crossing the world and moving between
freedom and fear; an offering of perspective and hope for
times when free movement is increasingly curtailed, and fear
of the other has become political currency.
Twelve years ago Esa Aldegheri left Scotland on a motorbike,
heading for New Zealand with her husband. The journey
took 18 months and crossed 20 international frontiers, many
of which are now impassable. Free to go tells the story of that
adventure, with its sense of expanding freedoms and possibilities, its difficulties and transformations. The motorbike journey is interwoven with a parallel narrative in the present tense
which charts a story of shrinking liberties and horizons linked
to the author’s experiences of motherhood, Brexit, migration,
xenophobia and pandemic restrictions.
These two storylines enrich and interrogate each other: the book
World, Film
Rights held
moves beyond the parameters of a simple travel narrative to ex& TV
plore different aspects of freedom and borders, both geopolitical
John Murray
UK publisher
and personal. Free to go examines the challenges of navigating
a world where many assume that women ride pillion, both on a
Publication date Summer 2022
motorbike and within relationships. Events in the author’s present prompt reflections on past journeys and questions about freedom, centred around recurring themes of borders and migration, womanhood and motherhood. Past and present, inner and outer journeys complement
and carry each other in an evolving narrative which is deeply relevant to our times.
The book is articulated in three main sections, based around the three geographical areas explored in the
motorbike journey (Europe and the Middle East; Pakistan, China and India; Australia and New Zealand).
The present-tense narrative moves through three seasons, beginning on the 1st February 2020 (the Feast
of St Bride, Imbolc, and the day the UK left the EU) and ending on the 1st November (the feast of All
Hallows, Samhain, the Day of the Dead during a pandemic). The narrative arc moves from enthusiasm
through anger and frustration to finding healing and resolution. Each section also articulates a key facet of
freedom, explored both in the past journey and in the present narrative: being free to go (section 1), free to
leave (section 2), and free to return (section 3).

Esa Aldegheri is a multilingual writer and academic from Italy and Scotland whose non-fiction has been
published by Granta, MAP Magazine, Gutter Press, the Dangerous Women Project and others. Her poetry has been read on Radio 4 and Radio Scotland). This is her first book.
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The Ponies at the
Edge of the World
Catherine Munro
Narrative Non Fiction

The Ponies at the Edge of the World is the story of a young
woman’s first year living on Shetland. She went to study Shetland ponies, the tiny but hardy ponies which have helped
generations of Shetlanders survive their harsh environment,
and to research the shared lives of people and animals. But
on Shetland she was also to find the home and community
for which she had long been searching. She was met with
a warm welcome from islanders as she studied their animals,
heard their stories, and came to understand their way of
life. During the year, on a personal level, she experienced
first hope, and then loss through a difficult miscarriage. She
attributes her recovery to nature – by walking in Shetland’s
landscape and by living close to animals, in particular the
caddy lamb she raised, and two ponies for which she took
responsibility.
The account of the year is marked not only by the changing
seasons, but also the high days of the Shetland Calendar –the
January Viking fire festival of Up Helly Aa, the simmer dim
with its magical light at midnight, the autumn pony sale, a
wedding on Whalsay, Christmas and New Year on Shetland.

Rights held
UK publisher

World, Film
& TV
Rider Books/Ebury

Publication date

Summer 2022

This is a lyrical and timely book about community, the connections between people, animals and landscape, rich in stories about Shetlanders and their native animals, and in the
wildlife of otters, puffins, fulmars and whales.

This is Catherine Munro’s first book.
She now works as a tour guide on Shetland with her husband and
young family.
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Celtic Cross
Sara Sheridan
Crime Fiction
A Mirabelle Bevan Mystery, set in Scotland

‘Sara Sheridan never fails to surprise. Unfailingly stylish, undeniably smart, Miss Bevan is destined to bring the exploits of
the past to the bestseller lists of the present’
– Daily Record
‘Beneath that prim exterior lies a fearless, fly-by-the-seat-ofher-pants kind of gal. One part Nancy Drew, two parts Jessica
Fletcher, Mirabelle has a dogged tenacity to rival Poirot.’
– Sunday Herald
Edinburgh, 1959
About to get married, Mirabelle and her fiancé retired Superintendent Alan McGregor are torn about where they will
settle but when a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity comes up
to buy a secluded house on the banks of the Firth of Forth,
they submit to getting permission from the local landlord.
But that permission comes at a price and when a nun dies
in mysterious circumstances at the Little Sisters of Gethsemane Convent nearby they are drafted to uncover what
happened.
Also by Sara Sheridan...

Rights held
UK publisher

World, Film &
TV
Constable

Publication date

August 2021

Pages

336

Highland Fling
Rights held
UK publisher

World, Film
& TV
Constable

Publication date

June 2020

Sara Sheridan is an Edinburgh-based writer of over 20 books including noir
mysteries set in 1950s and historical novels based on the real-life stories of late
Georgian and early Victorian explorers. The next, Fair Botanists, is published
by Hodder in 2021. There are nine novels in the Mirabelle Bevan series with
more to come. Her non-fiction includes Where Are the Women (2019) and the
companion guides to the ITV series Victoria and Sanditon. She has received a
Scottish Library Award and has been shortlisted for the Saltire Book Prize and
the Wilbur Smith Prize. @sarasheridan; @sarasheridanwriter.
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The Green Lady
Sue Lawrence
Historical Fiction

Fyvie Castle is one of the most magnificent castles in Scotland.
It is also one of the most haunted. Its corridors are stalked by
The Green Lady, the ghost of 16thC Lilias Drummond who
was married to Alexander Seton, a nobleman twice her age.
It is said that he kept her captive and starved her to death to
punish her for failing to provide a son and heir. He went on
to remarry, and on the night of his wedding, ghostly screams
were heard outside the marital bedchamber. In the morning
the words ‘Lilias Drummond’ were scratched into the windowsill – and can still be seen today.
Sue Lawrence weaves a compelling novel around the tragic
story of Lilias Drummond, and the times of Mary Queen
of Scots, the power struggles in and out of court, the sacrifice made by women for their monarch - and their husbands.
But this is also a story about female friendships across generations. Lilias Drummond struck up a lifelong friendship with
her husband’s aunt, Marie Seton, who had been Mary Queen
of Scots’ most loyal lady-in-waiting. In a parallel storyline
set in the 1980s, a young student takes a summer job at Fyvie
Castle, to escape a toxic relationship with a much older man,
and finds herself drawn into the legend of The Green Lady.
Also by Sue Lawrence...

Rights held
UK publisher

World, Film &
TV
Saraband

Publication date

Spring 2022

Pages

256

The Unreliable Death
of Lady Grange
World, Film
Rights held
& TV
Saraband
UK publisher

Publication date

March 2020

As well as writing popular historical thrillers, including Down to the Sea, Sue Lawrence is a leading cookery
writer. After winning BBC’s MasterChef in 1991, she became a regular contributor to the Sunday Times,
Scotland on Sunday and other leading magazines. Raised in Dundee, she now lives in Edinburgh. She has
won two Guild of Food Writers Awards.
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Daisy Chain
Maggie Ritchie
Historical Fiction
An immersive sweeping novel about female friendship,
feminism and creativity

Praise for Maggie Ritchie
‘Flows from the page like a piece of art.’ – Sunday Mirror
‘A beautifully written evocation of the Parisian art scene of the late
1800s... it is a mesmerising canvas of love, friendship and betrayal.’
– Laura Marney
‘A haunting and intriguing tale about forbidden love against a
backdrop of political turmoil.’ – Daily Record
Inspired by the eventful and colourful lives of the pioneering
women artists The Glasgow Girls, Daisy Chain is a compelling
story of independence, resilience, and friendship, set against the
turbulent background of the early years of the 20th Century.

Rights held

World, film & TV

Two Roads/
UK publisher
Lily Crawford and Jeanie MacGregor, from very different
Hachette
backgrounds, are firm friends from childhood. They share their
Publication date June 2021
ambitions for their futures, Lily to be an artist, Jeanie to be a
dancer. The two women’s eventful lives are intertwined. The
102,000
Word count
girls lose touch when Jeanie flees domestic abuse and joins a
dance company, while Lily attends Glasgow’s famous school of art designed by Charles Rennie Mackintosh.
A chance meeting brings them together and they discover Glasgow at the height of its wealth and also a city
of poverty and overcrowding.
An intense love affair between Lily and fellow artist Jack Petrie is shattered by World War I. Lily is broken
hearted when she learns of his death at the front. Grieving, she marries urban missionary and doctor Hugh
Anderson, who works with the city’s desperate poor, and moves to China with him. The glamour and dissolution of 1920s Shanghai mirrors the vibrant city they have left behind. Hugh loses his battle against his
personal demons, putting Lily in peril. Her only hope of survival lies in her old friend Jeanie, as the two
women turn to desperate measures to free Lily from her husband’s tyranny.

Maggie Ritchie graduated with Distinction from the University of Glasgow’s MLitt in Creative Writing. Her debut novel Paris Kiss (2015), won
the Curtis Brown Prize, was runner up for the Sceptre Prize and longlisted
for the Mslexia First Novel Competition. The German edition has appeared on bestseller charts, and the novel has also been translated into
Czech. Her second novel, Looking for Evelyn, (2017), was shortlisted for
the Wilbur Smith Adventure Writing Prize for Best Published Novel 2018.
In 2018 she received a Society of Authors grant to travel to Shanghai.
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Alchemy and Rose
Sarah Maine
Historical Fiction
Waterstone’s Scottish Book of the Year
An enthralling story of greed, obsession and passion.

“Its portrayal of life in a gold rush town is vivid and Rose’s story
is absorbing” – The Times
“A gripping page turner” – Woman Magazine
Alchemy and Rose was inspired by the last great gold rush on
the west coast of New Zealand’s South Island in the 1870s.
The quest for gold lured a flood of hopefuls from Europe,
America, Australia and Asia and it brought Will from Scotland, with a price on his head. A shipwreck at the mouth of
the Hokitika river also brought Rose, borne like flotsam upon
a wave. It brought others too, the disgraced and the determined, each with their own quest to follow.
Alchemy is the means by which men seek to turn base metal
into gold but, for the characters in Alchemy and Rose, there
are transformations of another kind. They come from the
old countries to the new, and follow their quests through
recklessness, misadventure, mischief and attempted murder.
From Scotland to the goldfields of New Zealand and on to
the booming cities of Victorian Australia they wrestle with
fate to find their fortunes.

Rights held
UK publisher

World, film &
TV
Hodder

Publication date

Jan 2021

Pages

384

Sarah Maine was born in England and grew up in Canada.
She has had a career in archaeology before writing fiction.
Her previous novels are the bestselling The House Between Tides,
Beyond the Wild River and Women of the Dunes.
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The House Between Tides
Historical Fiction

Waterstones Scottish Book of the Year, 2018

“Scotland’s Outer Hebrides provides the sensuous setting for [this] impressive
debut... [a] beautifully crafted novel” – Publishers Weekly
“There is an echo of Daphne du Maurier’s Rebecca in Sarah Maine’s appealing debut novel”
– Independent
Harriet Devereux returns to the family home of Bhalla House on a remote Hebridean
island estate following the untimely death of her parents. Torn between selling the house
and turning it into a hotel, Harriet undertakes urgent repairs, accidently uncovering human
remains. Who has been lying beneath the floorboards for a century? Were they murdered?
Rights held
UK publisher

World, film & TV
Hodder

Publication date June 2018
Germany (Goldmann), NethRights sold
erlands (Bruna), ANZ (Allen
& Unwin)

Beyond the Wild River
Historical Fiction

“Main writes beautifully about the wilderness” – The Times
“Maine’s gift of setting the mood shines in her latest novel... Fans of Kate Morton’s rich-withatmosphere novels will feel right at home.”– RT Reviews
Scotland,1893. Nineteen-year-old Evelyn Ballantyre, the daughter of a wealthy landowner,
has rarely strayed from her family’s estate in the Scottish Borders. An invitation to accompany her father to Canada is a chance for Evelyn to escape her limited existence. In the
wild landscape of a new world, far from the constraints of polite society, the secrets and
lies surrounding a shocking murder are finally stripped away, with dramatic consequences.
Rights held
UK publisher

World, film & TV
Hodder

Publication date April 2017
US (Atria)
Rights sold

Women of the Dunes
Historical Fiction

“Sarah Maine is a master of Scottish historical fiction” – Sunday Post
“Maine adroitly weaves together the here strands of her novel” – Sunday Times
On the rugged, sea-lashed coast of west Scotland lies Ullaness: home to the Scottish
legend of Ulla, a Viking woman who washed up on Scottish shores centuries ago. The
legend will bring the stories of three different women together…
Rights held
UK publisher

World, film & TV
Hodder

Publication date March 2019
US (Atria)
Rights sold

Sarah Maine was born in England and grew up in Canada. She has had a career in
archaeology before writing fiction. Her previous novels are the bestselling The House
Between Tides, Beyond the Wild River and Women of the Dunes.
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Firebird

Susan Sellers
Historical Fiction
The unlikely and spellbinding love story of two of the Twentieth
century’s most dazzlingly original figures

London 1921: influential economist John Maynard Keynes, avowedly
gay, sees Lydia Lopokova on stage as star ballerina with Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes. He is instantly infatuated by the Russian prima ballerina,
and she with him, but their courtship is chequered and stormy as Maynard’s Bloomsbury friends try to separate them, while Lydia despairs
over Maynard’s unwillingness to break off his affair with his lover.
Told in three Acts, mirroring the Firebird ballet, this compelling novel
tracks the course of this unlikely relationship, and vividly recounts their
widely differing backgrounds. Born in St Petersburg in 1891 to a devout
Lutheran mother and charismatic drunken father, Lydia became a star pupil at the Imperial Ballet School where she danced for Tsar Nicholas II. The
schooldays of the bookish Maynard, on the other hand, were spent winning
academic prizes at Eton, a Fellowship at King’s College Cambridge, a pivotal role in the peace conferences following two world wars, and books of
economic theory that continue to influence policy-makers today.
Though the material derives from extensive research, Firebird is a novel,
presenting Lydia and Maynard as two dazzlingly original but also troubled characters, while recreating the worlds of 1920’s Bloomsbury and
the Ballets Russes for readers with vivid, impressionistic immediacy.

Rights held
UK publisher
Rights sold

Vanessa and Virginia
‘A beautiful haunting novel’ – John Burnside
‘Delectable’ – Publishers Weekly

Word count

World, film &
TV
On submission
France
(Mercure de
France),
Germany (btb/
Random House)
100,000

In this lyrical, impressionistic account, written as a love letter and elegy from Vanessa to Virginia,
Sellers imagines her way into the heart of the lifelong relationship between writer Virginia Woolf
and painter Vanessa Bell. With sensitivity, imagination, and fidelity to what it known of both
lives, Sellers has created a powerful portrait of sibling rivalry.

Rights held
UK publisher

World, film & TV

Rights sold

France (Autrement),
Germany (btb), Iran
(Roshangaran),

On submission (originally
Two Ravens 2008)

Rights sold
Rights
reverted:

(cont) Japan (Sairyu-sha), Thai (Bodnajorn)
US (Harcourt), Brazil (Novo Seculo), China
(Nanjing University Press), Netherlands
(Artemis), Finlands (Into), Italy (Minimum Fax),
Lithuania (Gimtasis Zodis), Spain (Emece),
Turkey (Sel)

Susan Sellers is an author, editor, translator and novelist. Her novel, Vanessa and Virginia, about the intense relationship between sisters Virginia
Woolf and Vanessa Bell, was translated into seventeen languages, turned
into an audiobook, and adapted for the stage. Her non-fiction books include Language and Sexual Difference, Hélène Cixous, Myth and Fairy Tale
in Contemporary Fiction, The History of Feminist Literary Criticism and
The Cambridge Companion to Virginia Woolf. She is Professor of English
at St Andrews University in Scotland.
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Bitterhall
Helen McClory
Fiction
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‘Shiny dark licorice mind candy:
nothing quite like them’

M ARGfrom
AR ETa AT
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‘A ghostly, shape-shifting novel
rising
Scottish writer
(on Mayhem & Death)
... playfully alert to ideas of authenticity, possession and the
malleable nature of narrative’
– Daily Mail
In a darkening season in a northern
city, Daniel, Órla and Tom’s lives
intersect through a peculiar flatshare
and a stolen nineteenth-century
diary written by a dashing gentleman
who may not be entirely dead. An
interwar-themed Hallowe’en party
leads to a series of entanglements:
a longed-for sexual encounter,
a betrayal, and a reality-destroying
moment of possession.

‘She’s a writer completely unafraid’ ALI

SMITH

Trimmed: (198H × 284W) Untrimmed: (208H × 294W) mm

in which our subjectivity tampers
with the notion of an objective reality,
and delves into how we represent
– and understand – our muddled,
haunted selves.

H E L E N Mc CL O RY

‘A dark novel filled with obsession
and intrigue’
As the consequences unfurl,
Bitterhall’s narrative reveals the ways
– Scots Magazine

198

‘snatched, impressionistic chapters [which] can switch between personal reflection and prose poetry - an elegant style
which only gains in effectiveness as the haunted, gothic undercurrent of the novel becomes more apparent’ – Herald

‘Told in McClory’s rangy, poetic prose, Bitterhall just works.
Beautifully’ – Lunate Fiction
‘a true wordsmith and sorcerer who can bend words around
her fingers into poetic and fantastic sentences’ – Goodreads
ISBN 978-1-84697-549-3

9 781846 975493

£9.99
www.polygonbooks.co.uk
Cover design: gray318

Bitterhall is a novel of obsession told between three narrators. In a darkening season in a Northern city, Daniel,
Órla and Tom narrate the intersections of their lives,
from a grimy flatshare, to future-world 3D printers, the
history of the book, and a stolen nineteenth-century diary written by a dashing gentleman who may not be
entirely dead. A Hallowe’en party leads to a series of
entanglements, variously a longed-for sexual encounter
clouded by madness, a betrayal, and a reality-destroying
moment of possession.

H E L E N Mc CL O RY
Prize-winning author of The Goldblum Variations

Bitterhall 3D.indd All Pages
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Rights held

World, film & TV

UK publisher

Polygon/Birlinn

Publication
date
Rights sold

April 2021

Pages

356

Italy (Il Saggiatore)

Helen McClory is the author of two story collections, On the Edges of Vision
(Queen’s Ferry Press), a winner of the Saltire First Book of the Year award, and Mayhem & Death (404 Ink), which prompted Ali Smith to write: “Her edgy stories transmit the strangeness of realities in a way that is comforting precisely because so unsettling.
She is a writer completely unafraid”. Her first novel, Flesh of the Peach (Freight, 2017)
was described by Kirsty Logan as “Bold and unflinching, McClory’s debut novel is a A
Girl is a Half -Formed Thing meets Inside Llewyn Davies: a brutal clear eyed study of
a failing artist that shatters our expectations of what a women should be”. The Goldblum
Variations a collection of experimental micro-fictions was published by 404 Ink, and
Penguin US in 2019. Her short stories have been listed for distinction in The Best
of British Fantasy (2018), The Best of British and Irish Flash Fictions (2018/19), and
nominated for the Pushcart prize. Helen is a part-time lecturer at the University of
Glasgow and co-founder of writing retreat Write Toscana.
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The Ice Hotel
Hania Allen
Crime Fiction

Murder never sleeps in the land of the midnight sun…
Maggie Stewart travels with friends Liz and Harry to the Ice
Hotel, a surreal building in Swedish Lapland constructed
from ice cut from the nearby river. During the day, it is a
museum, housing ice sculptures of the highest quality, but at
night it becomes a hotel. Shortly after their arrival, the holiday turns into a nightmare. A near-miss snowmobile accident
is followed by the discovery of the frozen body of an American millionaire, apparently dead of a heart attack. Maggie is
shocked to learn that this was no accident: the American was
drugged and pushed out of his sleeping bag to freeze to death.
Is the killer the man whom Maggie saw up and about in the
early hours? Or the hooded, masked figure creeping out of
one of the rooms?
As the body count rises and Maggie finds herself in mortal danger, she realises that the only person she can trust is
Thomas Hallengren, the aloof detective leading the case. But
can he uncover the killer’s identity before the Ice Hotel and
other buildings – the Ice Chapel and Ice Theatre – melt back
into the river, taking the clues with them?
It is only after Maggie returns to Dundee that she uncovers
the truth. She is left stronger after her experiences. But demonstrably altered.

Rights held

UK publisher

World excluding
North America
(Constable),
film & TV
Constable

Publication date

August 2021

Pages

400

Hania Allen was born in Liverpool, of Polish descent. Her father was
stationed in St Andrews during the war, and spoke so fondly of the
town that she applied to study at the University. She has worked as a
researcher, a mathematics teacher, an IT officer and finally in senior
management, a post she left to write full time. She is the author of the
Polish Detective novels and now lives in a fishing village in Fife.
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Native: Life in a
Vanishing Landscape
Patrick Laurie
Narrative Non-Fiction
Shortlisted for the Wainwright Prize for UK nature writing 2020
Waterstones Scottish Book of the Month

‘Patrick Laurie is a wonderful writer. He has written a hymn of
love to his native land’ – James Rebanks
‘A farmer with a poet’s eye is a rare thing indeed, and this is a rare
breed of a book: an elegy to a vanishing landscape but one not
without hope, and to be greatly treasured’ – Daily Mail
‘Moving as well as inspirational’ – Herald
‘Remarkable and so profoundly enjoyable to read’ – Scotsman
‘Brilliant and beautiful’ – London Evening Standard
Desperate to connect with his native Galloway, Patrick Laurie
plunges into work on his family farm in the hills of southwest Scotland. Investing in the oldest and most traditional
breeds of Galloway cattle, he begins to discover how cows
once shaped people, places and nature in this remote and
half-hidden place.
As the cattle begin to dictate the pattern of his life, Patrick
stumbles upon the passing of an ancient rural heritage. As
the twentieth century progressed, the people of Galloway deserted the land and the moors have been transformed into
commercial forest in the last thirty years. Much has been lost,
and the new forests have driven the catastrophic decline of
the much-loved curlew, a bird which features strongly in Galloway’s consciousness. The links between people, cattle and
wild birds become a central theme as Patrick begins to face
the reality of life in a vanishing landscape.

Rights held

UK publisher

World excluding
North America
(Counterpoint),
Film & TV
Birlinn

Publication date

April 2020

Rights sold

Netherlands
(Lannoo
Publishing)
256

Pages

Patrick Laurie is a farmer and freelance journalist. His blog Working for
Grouse is visited by over 30,000 visitors each year. His first book, The Black
Grouse (Merlin Unwin, 2012), was the first natural history book on this rare
and declining species.
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Surfacing
Kathleen Jamie
Narrative Non-Fiction
Joint winner of the Highland Book Prize • Longlisted for the
Wainwright Prize • BBC Radio 4 Book of the Week • Waterstones Scottish Book of the Month

‘A sorceress of the essay form. Never exotic, down to earth, she renders the indefinable to the reader’s ear’ – John Berger
‘Surfacing is a book whose impact is accretive and, eventually, astonishing ... It’s wonderful writing, testing the limits of nonfiction.’
– Guardian
‘This is a beautiful book, and a wise one. It invites feeling and
thought.’ – Scotsman
‘Splendid... Jamie’s crisp language places you in a near-meditative
state.’ – New York Times Book Review
‘Astonishing’ – Nature
Under the ravishing light of an Alaskan sky, objects are spilling
from the thawing tundra linking a Yup’ik village to its hunter-gatherer past. In the shifting sand dunes of a Scottish shoreline, impressively preserved hearths and homes of Neolithic
farmers are uncovered. In a grandmother’s disordered mind,
memories surface of a long-ago mining accident and a ‘mither
who was kind’.
In this luminous essay collection Kathleen visits archeological
sites and mines her own memories – of her grandparents, of
youthful travels – to explore what surfaces and what reconnects us to our past. As always she looks to the natural world
for her markers and guides. Most movingly, she considers,
as her father dies and her children leave home, the surfacing
of an older, less tethered sense of herself. Surfacing offers a
profound sense of time passing and an antidote to all that is
instant, ephemeral, unrooted.

Rights held

World, Film & TV

UK publisher

Sort Of Books

Publication date

September 2019

Rights sold

France (La
Baconniere),
North America
(Viking Penguin)
240

Pages

Kathleen Jamie, one of the UK’s foremost poets, is the author of several books
of poetry and four nonfiction titles including two previous essay collections
Findings and Sightlines. Her many awards and honours include the 2017 Royal
Geographic Society Ness Award, conferred upon Jamie “for outstanding creative
writing at the confluence of travel, nature and culture”; the 2013 Costa Book
Award; as well as numerous prestigious poetry awards, including the Somerset
Maugham Award, Forward Poetry Prize of the Year, and Geoffrey Faber Memorial Award (twice). She has been shortlisted for the International Griffin Prize
and the T.S. Eliot Prize (twice). Professor of Creative Writing at the University
of Stirling, she lives with her family in Fife, Scotland.
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The Bookshop of
New Beginnings
Jen Mouat
Fiction

It’s never too late to rewrite your story...
It’s always been Emily Cotton’s dream to own her own bookshop. But sitting among shelves of haphazardly stacked books
in a damp old barn, the reality feels a little different.
Kate Vincent hasn’t been back home in six years. But when
she receives a desperate email from her childhood best friend
begging her for help she doesn’t stop to think. Scenes of idyllic holidays with the Cotton family dance in her mind and
she books a one-way ticket to Wigtown.
But life for the Cottons isn’t all as she remembers and the
secrets which once drove Kate and Emily apart are finally
threatening to come to the surface. Now as the pair work together to save Emily’s failing bookshop – can they too begin
a new chapter of their friendship?

Rights held
UK publisher

World excluding
North America
(HQ Digital)
HQ Digital

Publication date

August 2017

Rights sold

France (City),
Germany
(Thiele), Italy
(Leone), Turkey
(Marti)
336

Pages

Jen Mouat studied Illustration and Printmaking before embarking upon a successful career as a primary school teacher. Idyllic
childhood summers spent on holiday in Dumfries and Galloway
inspired her love of the Solway Coast, the setting for her first novel.
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The Birdie &
Bramble Series
Alison Craig
Fiction
A hilarious and feel-good series about family and friendship, resilience and finding what’s important in life, set in
the famous seaside town of St Andrews in Scotland.

NEW BEGINNINGS AT THE BIRDIE
& BRAMBLE
Can going home be a fresh start?
The Birdie & Bramble used to have queues out the door, but
when Maddy Campbell makes her way back to St Andrews
after her father’s sudden death, the restaurant and her future
seems bleak.
Then she meets Jack, utterly gorgeous and grumpy, which is
very inconvenient when a single look from him makes her
heart race. But when someone steps in to ruin her plans at The
Birdie & Bramble, Maddy has to decide if she’s going to stay
and fight to save her dad’s legacy and forge her very own new
beginning, or run away again?

SNOWDROPS AT THE BRIDIE & BRAMBLE
Since jetting off on her round-the-world adventure, Maddy
Campbell never thought she’d be heading back to live in the
small town of her birth to run The Birdie & Bramble. But after
months of travelling, Maddy finally knows what she wants...
and she’s ready to make it happen!
Can Maddy fix the restaurant and her love life or will a new
stranger throw more surprises her way?

BLUE SKIES AT THE BIRDIE & BRAMBLE

Rights held
UK publisher
Publication date
Pages

World excluding
North America
(Dash/Orion)
Dash/Orion
Sept 2019/
March 2020/
Sept 2020
280

As the sun starts to shine it’s time for Maddy and the team at The Birdie & Bramble to make some changes,
but will Maddy find the strength to stand up for what she wants and discover the true nature of friends,
family and love?

Alison Craig is a journalist, broadcaster and blogger.
She is the author of one previous book, the non fiction Alison’s Diary,
The Nappy Years (Black & White) 2003.
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Agatha Christie:
A Biography
Janet Morgan
Non-Fiction

Agatha Christie, the world’s bestselling author, is a public institution. Her creations, Hercule Poirot and Miss
Marple, have become fiction’s most legendary sleuths
and her ingenuity has captured the imagination of generations of readers. But the author herself remained elusively shy and determinedly private.
Given sole access to family papers and other protected
material, Janet Morgan’s definitive biography unravels
Agatha Christie’s life, work and relationships, creating
a revealing and faithfully honest portrait. The book has
delighted readers of Christie’s novels for more than 30
years with its clear view of her career and personality,
and this edition includes a new foreword by the author
reflecting on the longevity of Agatha Christie’s extraordinary success and popularity.

Rights held

World, film & TV

UK publisher

Harper Collins

Publication date

August 2017

Rights sold

Brazil (Record/
Bestseller), Czech
(Nakladatelství
Slovart), Slovakia
(Vydavateľstvo
Slovart)
416

Pages

Janet Morgan is also the biographer of Edwina Mountbatten, and author
of The Secrets of Rue St Roch (Penguin).
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Three Things You Need
To Know About Rockets
Jessica Fox
Narrative Non-Fiction
The companion to Shaun Bythell’s bestselling Diary of a
Bookseller. This is a book for anyone who has ever thought
“What if” - a true story about a woman who dared to follow
her dreams...

‘The romantic memoir of the year’ – Daily Mail
‘It’s sweet, it’s charming and it’s funny’ – The Times
Jessica Fox is living in Hollywood, a 26-year-old filmmaker with
a high-stress job at NASA. Working late one night, craving another life, she is seized by a moment of inspiration and types “secondhand bookshop Scotland” into Google… Soon, Jessica finds
herself halfway across the world, in Wigtown on the west coast of
Scotland, working for the handsome but somewhat aloof Euan,
owner of “The Bookshop”, the town’s eccentric cultural hub. As
she struggles with the local accent and the pace of life in this remote corner of the world, she realises that she has a lot to do to
adapt to life five thousand miles from home.

Rights held

World, film & TV

UK publisher

Short Books

Publication date

New ed 2018

Rights sold

Germany (Bastei
Lubbe),
Russia (Azbooka
Atticus),
North America
(Simon &
Schuster)
386

Jessica’s rollercoaster journey takes in all manner of new experiences, from Scottish Hanukkah and yoga on Galloway’s West
Coast, to a waxing that she will never forget – and it will both
break and mend her heart. It will also teach her that sometimes
we must have the courage to travel the path less taken.

Pages

Jessica Fox is a writer and film director. She has consulted for Harper Collins and was a resident storyteller and film director at NASA. Jessica’s films
have been shown at both US and International film festivals. She heads
Mythic Image Studios and divides her time between the US and the UK.
Three Things You Need To Know About Rockets is her first book.
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Other titles by Malachy Tallack

The Un-Discovered Islands:
An Archipelago of Myths and Mysteries,
Phantoms and Fakes
Narrative Non-Fiction
Winner of the Edward Stanford Award

‘A swashbuckling romp through 20 islands of the imagination.’
– Scotland on Sunday
‘It’s a joy to island-hop through the book’
– National Geographic
Now in a stunning new paperback format

Rights held

From the well-known myths of Atlantis to the more obscure
legends of Thule and Antilla, from the islands of pure fiction
to others whose existence are still in question, Malachy Tallack has created an atlas of fairytale and wonder.

UK publisher

World, Film
& TV
Polygon/Birlinn

Publication date

November 2020

Rights sold

China (Shanghai Insight
Media), Germany (WBG),
North America (Picador),
Norway (Vega), Spain
(Planeta)

Rights held
UK publisher

World, Film
& TV
Polygon/Birlinn

Publication date

June 2016

Rights sold

US (Pegasus), France
(Editions Hoebeke/Gallimard) Germany (btb
Verlag/Random House)
Spain (Volcanos Libros)

Sixty Degrees North:
Around the World in search of Home
The sixtieth parallel wraps itself around the lower reaches of Finland, Sweden and Norway; it crosses the tip of
Greenland and of South-central Alaska; it cuts the great
spaces of Russia and Canada in half. The parallel also
passes through Shetland, at the very top of the British
Isles. In Sixty Degrees North, Malachy Tallack explores
the places that share this latitude, beginning and ending
in Shetland, where he has spent most of his life.
‘the book’s real power comes from Tallack’s poet’s eye’
– New York Times, The Season’s Best Travel Books
‘a joy to read, its prose as clear as the light on the Greenland icecap’ – Daily Telegraph
‘a fine, sensitive writer with an eye for detail and a talent for descriptive prose’ – Herald

Malachy Tallack is the is the award-winning author of three books: two works of non-fiction Sixty
Degrees North, and The Un-Discovered Islands and most recently a novel published in 2018, The Valley
at the Centre of the World published by Canongate in 2018. A second novel, also from Canongate, is
forthcoming.
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JBA Rights Director: Andrea Joyce – afgjoyce@gmail.com
BRAZIL & PORTUGAL:
Villas-Boas & Moss, Rio De Janeiro, Brazil
Website: www.vbmlitag.com
Contact: Luciana Villas-Boas (luciana@vbmlitag.com)

JAPAN:
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Website: www.tuttlemori.com
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Website: www.nurnberg.com.cn
Contact: Jackie Huang (jhuang@nurnberg.com.cn)
CZECH REPUBLIC, SLOVAKIA & SLOVENIA:
Andrew Nurnberg Associates, Prague, Czech Rep.
Website: www.andrewnurnberg.cz
Contact: Lucie Poláková (polakova@nurnberg.cz)
FRANCE:
Agence Michelle Lapautre, Paris, France
Website: www.agencelapautre.com
Contact: Catherine Lapautre
(catherine@lapautre.com)
GERMANY:
Literarische Agentur Kossack
Website: www.mp-litagency.com
Contact: Antje Hartmann
(antje.hartmann@mp-litagency.com)
GREECE:
Ersilia Literary Agency
Website: www.ersilialit.com
Contact: Evangelia Avloniti (info@ersilialit.com)
HUNGARY & CROATIA:
Andrew Nurnberg Associates, Budapest, Hungary
Website: www.nurnberg.hu
Contact: Susanna Vojacsek (rights@nurnberg.hu)
ISRAEL:
The Deborah Harris Agency, Jerusalem, Israel
Website: www.thedeborahharrisagency.com
Contact: Ilana Kurshan
(ilana@thedeborahharrisagency.com)
ITALY:
Piergiorgio Nicolazzini Literary Agency, Milan, Italy
Website: www.pnla.it
Contact: Maura Solinas (maura.solinas@pnla.it)

NETHERLANDS / SCANDINAVIA:
Maydo Kooy Literary Agency, Warnsveld, Netherlands
Website: www.kooyagency.nl/en
Contact: Maydo van Marwijk Kooy.
(maydo@kooyagency.nl)
POLAND:
Macadamia Literary Agency
Website: www.macadamialit.com
Contact: Kamila Kanafa (kamila@macadamialit.com)
RUSSIA:
Andrew Nurnberg Associates
Contact: Ludmilla Shushkova
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SPAIN:
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Website: www.mbagencialiteraria.es
Contact: Txell Torrent (txell@mbagencialiteraria.es)
TAIWAN:
Andrew Nurnberg Associates, Taipei, Taiwan
Website: www.andrewnurnbergassociates.com
Contact: Whitney Hsu (whsu@nurnberg.com.tw)
TURKEY:
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